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VSO Languages and Argument Ellipsis: A Case Study in Tagalog∗
Shuki Otani
1. Introduction
The syntax of null arguments has been widely discussed in Japanese, which is assumed to be a
(radical) pro-drop language (Sakamoto 2017); subjects and objects can be dropped in certain situations,









‘What happend to Taro?’




‘lit. [ e ] returned home.’
c. Sensei-ga
teacher-NOM
[ e ] sikarimasi-ta.
scold-PAST
’lit. The teacher scolded [ e ]. (Takahashi 2008a:394, slightly modified)
(1b) and (1c) are the responses to the question of (1a). Even though the subject in (1b) and the object
in (1c) are not pronounced, these sentences are acceptable, and the missing arguments are interpreted
as indicating Taro.
The above property is not limited to Japanese. Various languages allow null arguments even though
the word order is not SOV as in Japanese. For example, Tagalog, a language of the Philippines, is a
VSO language, as in (2), and is permitted to include null arguments in both subjects and objects, as






















∗I am grateful to three informants for providing me with Tagalog data reported in this paper. I
would like to thank Masao Ochi, Yoichi Miyamoto, Yoko Yumoto, Yuta Tastumi, Yuya Noguchi and
the LCCC research group at Osaka University for for providing me with supportive comments on this
research. All remaining errors are of course my own.
1Tagalog has the rich voice system, and the voice marker reflects the role of the nominative argument
in a sentence. See Kroeger (1993) for relevant discussion. The abbreviations of the voice markers in




















[ e ] .
‘I will wash the dishes, and you dry (them).’ (Kroeger 1993:32)
Even if the subject in (3b) is phonologically null, the sentence is accepted, and the null argument
is understood to be Juan. Moreover, the second conjunct of (4) has the null argument in the object
position. According to Kroeger (1993), the sentence is also acceptable, and the missing argument can
refer to the dishes. Based on these data, Kroeger (1993) mentions that Tagalog is a pro-drop language.
In this paper, I investigate the properties of null arguments in Tagalog. I focus particularly on
their interpretation in the subject position. There is cross-linguistic variation in the interpretation in
the position. I show that a null subject in Tagalog is very similar to that in Japanese. Based on test
results differentiating V-stranding VP ellipsis (VVPE) (Goldberg 2005) and argument ellipsis (Oku
1998, Saito 2007, Takahashi 2008a,b, Sakamoto 2017), I argue that a null argument is derived from
argument ellipsis. The final section concludes with additional remarks about possible directions for
future research.
2. The Property of Null Arguments in Pro-drop Languages









‘Taro washed self’s car.’
b. Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP
[ e ] arawa-nakat-ta.
wash-NEG-PAST







‘Hanako didn’t wash it.’
The sentence in (5a) is the antecedent sentence of (5b). (5b) is acceptable even if the object is not
pronounced. (5b) is ambiguous in that the null argument can be understood as Taro’s car (strict reading)
or Hanako’s car (sloppy reading).
Many studies examine null arguments in Japanese, and the traditional analysis was to assume that
they are uniformly empty pronouns pro (see Kuroda 1965). Since null arguments always correspond
to pro under the analysis, the interpretation of (5b) must be identical to that of (5c). However, many
researchers (Oku 1998, Takahashi 2008a,b, Sakamoto 2017, among others) reveal a problem in the
traditional analysis with respect to the existence of the sloppy reading. The traditional analysis wrongly
predicts that, contrary to fact, (5b) would only have the strict reading. Many researchers claim that the
sloppy reading must be derived from ellipsis. Under the ellipsis analysis, when a noun phrase including
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zibun-no kuruma ‘self’s car’ is deleted, the sloppy reading is accessible.
There is further evidence that the traditional analysis is not sufficient to explain the interpretation
of null arguments. Takahashi (2008a, b) observes that the pro theory is confronted with a problem









‘Taro washed most cars.’
b. Hanako-mo
Hanako-also
[ e ] arat-ta.
wash-PAST








The sentence in (6b) is ambiguous in that the set of cars Taro washed can correspond to or differ from
the set of cars Hanako also washed. The former interpretation is called the E-type reading (Evans
1980) while the latter is called the quantificational reading. In (6c), which involves a pronoun, only
E-type reading is available. If the null object in (6b) is derived via only pro, the interpretation of (6b)
would be equivalent to that of (6c), contrary to fact. By contrast, the ellipsis analysis can accommodate
the availability of quantificational reading, because the argument with the quantifier can be included in
the ellipsis sites.
In addition to an object position, an argument in a subject position can be null in Japanese, as shown













‘Taro thinks that his proposal will be accepted.’
b. Hanako-mo
Hanako-also















‘Most students saw Ken.’




lit. ‘[ e ] also saw Tom.
The null argument in (7b) can be interpreted as Taro’s proposal (strict reading) or Hanako’s proposal
(sloppy reading). As for the null arguments in (8b), the students who saw Ken can be either identical
to (E-type reading) or different from (quantificational reading) the students who saw Tom. These facts
suggest that not only arguments in the object position but also those in the subject position can be
deleted.
However, not all pro-drop languages permit the sloppy or quantificational reading for null subjects.
For example, these relevant readings for null subjects are not available in Spanish and Bangla, which
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are pro-drop languages.






























‘Juan also believes that it will be accepted.’ (Strict-only)
















































[ e ] pabe.
win-FUT.3
lit. ‘Rini also believes that [ e ] will win the prize.’ (Strict-only)
Based on the above data, the pro-drop languages can be divided into two categories in that the
sloppy or quantificational reading is available for null subjects:
(12) The category of null arguments in pro-drop languages
a. Japanese-type: the quantificational or sloppy reading must be available for a null argument
in subject (and object) position.
b. Non Japanese-types (e.g., Bangla): these relevant readings must be unavailable in a null
argument in subject position.
The next section examines which types in (12) null arguments for Tagalog belong to and what null
arguments are derived from.
3. Null Arguments in Tagalog
3.1. The availability of sloppy and quantificational reading in both subject and object positions

























lit. ‘Mike hit his child and Mary hit [ e ], too.’ (strict / sloppy) (Richards 2003:232)
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In addition to the sloppy reading, quantificational elements can also be omitted in the object position


































lit.‘Juan gave flowers to three teachers, and Bill, on the other hand, gave [ e ] chocolate.’
(E-type / Q-reading)
We move on to a case of null arguments in the subject position. Subjects in Tagalog can be deleted
and allow quantificational reading when a quantificational phrase is included in an elided site in the

























[ e ] .
lit. ‘And [ e ] also hit the girl. (E-type / Q-reading)
Table 1 summarizes the availability of sloppy and quantificational readings in the subject and object
positions. As seen in the table, the null arguments of Tagalog are very similar to those of Japanese
rather than Bangla in that null subjects can yield the quantificational reading in both Japanese and
Tagalog. Therefore, I conclude that null arguments in Tagalog have the same properties as those in
Japanese.
Table 1: Patterns of availability of sloppy and quantificational readings of null subjects (NSs) and null
objects (NOs) in Tagalog, Japanese, and Bangla
Sloppy in NSs Sloppy in NOs Quantificational in NSs Quantificational in NOs
Tagalog n/a YES YES YES
Japanese YES YES YES YES
Bangla NO YES NO YES
3.2. Argument Ellipsis and V-stranding VP-ellipsis
As discussed in section 2, the availability of sloppy or quantificational reading of null arguments
suggests that the null arguments are derived not from pro but from an elliptical operation. In English,
it is assumed that sloppy reading of null objects appears as the result of VP-ellipsis, as illustrated in
(16).
(16) a. Taro washed his car, and Ziro did, too.
b. Taro washed his car, and Ziro did [ wash his car ], too. (Strict / Sloppy)
2It appears to be impossible to delete the subject of an embedded clause, so I cannot examine
whether a subject is available for the sloppy reading. For now, I do not know the reason, and I leave
this issue open.
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In Irish, which is a VSO language, it has been assumed that verbs may raise out of VP before applying
VP-ellipsis. This can give rise to a null argument in object position and also allow for the sloppy reading.
This kind of deletion is called VVPE (Goldberg 2005). In addition to VVPE, there is another approach
to bring about the sloppy reading: argument ellipsis (Oku 1998, Saito 2007, Takahashi 2008a.b,
Sakamoto 2017), where arguments can directly undergo deletion. Based on the above discussion,
VVPE and argument ellipsis can straightforwardly accommodate the availability of the sloppy reading









‘Ziro washed his car.’
b. Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP
[ e ] arawa-nakat-ta.
wash-NEG-PAST
lit. ‘Hanako didn’t wash [ e ].’ (Strict / Sloppy)
(18) a. [Hanako [NegP[vP [VP self’s car tV ] tv ] tNeg ] V+v+Neg+T] (VVPE)
b. [Hanako [NegP [vP [ VP self’s car V ] v ] Neg ] T ] (Argument Ellipsis)
In (18a) and (18b), a self-anaphor is in the deletion sites, so both approaches can explain the production
of the sloppy reading. It is important to examine how null arguments are created in Tagalog. The rest
of this section investigates this issue and shows that argument ellipsis is a plausible option in Tagalog
rather than VVPE.
First, according to Goldberg (2005), VVPE arises in V-stranding languages only when the same
verbs between the antecedent sentence and the elliptic sentence are used, and this type of deletion is
































[ e ] .
lit. ‘Read I the poem, but not understood [I the poem].’ (Goldberg 2005:183)
In (19b), VVPE can apply to the sentence since the same verbs (here, cheannaigh ‘bought’) appear in
the two sentences. However, VVPE is not applicable to the clause where the verb that is used is different
from the antecedent, as in (20). On the other hand, argument ellipsis does not involve the restriction.
According to Şener and Takahashi (2010), a null argument in Turkish is derived via argument ellipsis













[ e ] öv-dü.
praise-PAST
lit.‘Mate, however, praised [ e ].’ (Strict / Sloppy) (Şener and Takahashi 2010:87)
The important thing here is that the sloppy reading of the null argument is possible even if the verb
differs between the two sentences. This discussion can lead to the following predictions on null
arguments in Tagalog. If the null arguments that can yield the sloppy reading are derived via VVPE,
the verbs in an antecedent and an elliptic sentence must be identical. In contrast, if the null arguments
are created via argument ellipsis, the verbs do not have to be the same. Let us check which predictions
























lit. ‘Mike scolded his student, but Tom praised [ e ]. (Strict / Sloppy)
Significantly, in Tagalog, the verb in the first and second conjuncts can be different, and the sloppy
reading of the null object is accessible. The example supports the approach of argument ellipsis rather
than VVPE.
Second, adjuncts can be deleted and understood as present under VVPE (or VP-ellipsis) when
another VP-internal element is also deleted, as illustrated in (23) and (24).











‘(Did you) send [ yesterday the children to school ]?’
b. Šalaxti.
send.Pst.1sg
‘(I) sent [yesterday the children to school ].’
(24) English
a. Hanako washed a car carefully.
b. Tom didn’t [VP wash a car carefully ].
Taking (23a) and (24a) as the antecedent sentence, the deletion occurs in (23b) and (24b). Although
the adverbs with the arguments are elided in both sentences, the interpretation of adjuncts remains
available. However, the approach of argument ellipsis expects that adjuncts cannot be included in
ellipsis sites because the elliptic candidate can only be an argument. We illustrate the example of









‘John solved the problem quickly.’
b. Filiz-se
Phylis-however
[ e ] çöz-me-di.
solve-NEG-PAST
lit. ‘Phylis, however, did not solve [ e ]. (Şener and Takahashi 2010:89)
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(26) The interpretation of (25b)
a. Phylis did not solve the problem.
b. *Phylis did not solve the problem quickly.
The sentence in (25a) includes the adverb and the direct object. (25b) contains a null object, and it
does not have the interpretation with the adjunct; that is, Phylis did not solve the problem quickly. The
sentence only means that Phylis did not solve the problem. Keeping this in mind, let us consider the




























lit. ‘Mike washed his car quickly, but Tom didn’t wash.’
(28) The interpretation of the second conjunct
a. Tom didn’t washed his car at all.
b. ?*Tom didn’t washed his car quickly.
In (27), the null object is in the second conjunct. Note that the first conjunct has the adverb (madali
‘quickly’), but the second does not contain the reading of the adjunct, which means that Tom didn’t
wash his car at all, but not that Tom didn’t wash his car quickly. If VVPE applied to the sentence, the
adjunct interpretation would be available like the data in Hebrew. The above discussion leads to the
conclusion that null arguments that can produce the sloppy reading in Tagalog must be derived from
argument ellipsis, not VVPE.
4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have seen what properties null arguments in Tagalog contain. Although it has
been argued that Tagalog is a pro-drop language, little attention has been paid to the issue of whether
null arguments in both subjects and objects can produce the sloppy or quantificational reading. The
quantificational reading is available for not only null objects but also null subjects. This fact suggests
that the properties of the null arguments in Tagalog are close to those of the arguments in Japanese.
Moreover, the VVPE approach could not explain the null arguments that give rise to the sloppy reading,
and the null arguments must be derived via argument ellipsis.
In the rest of this section, I discuss why Tagalog is allowed to have the syntactic operation of
argument ellipsis. There are many studies on cross-linguistic variation of the availability of argument
ellipsis. One of the major approaches is on the absence of φ-feature agreement (Saito 2007). Saito
(2007) considers the correlation between φ-feature agreement and argument ellipsis and claims that the
absence of agreement leads to the availability of argument ellipsis. Adopting the system of agreement
in Chomsky (2000), Saito (2007) argues that, in languages with obligatory syntactic agreement, the
argument copied from an antecedent sentence onto an empty slot in the second sentence at LF cannot
take part in agreement in this sentence because the case feature, which is an uninterpretable feature,
is already checked in the antecedent sentence. Therefore, Saito (2007) proposes that the deletion
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of arguments is only allowed when the arguments do not participate in an agreement relation with
functional heads.
Keeping this in mind, we will check whether Saito’s proposal can apply to null arguments in Tagalog.
According to Kroeger (1993), Tagalog has a syntactic number agreement, and Tagalog predicates can
be marked as plural when the argument with nominative case is plural. Kroeger (1993) shows that













lit.‘Armand is bright.’ (Kroeger 1993:24)
In addition to the case of adjectives in the predicate position, verbs can also be marked as plural, as


















































‘Maryi had opened the window of heri house.’
Based on the proposal of Saito and the above data, we predict that the argument with number agreement
cannot be deleted under argument ellipsis as number agreement is a kind of φ-feature agreement. To






























lit. ‘Maryi had opened all the windows of heri house, and Hanako also had opened [ e ].
(Strict / Sloppy)
The number agreement between the verb and the nominative argument does occur in the second conjunct
in (32). Saito predicts that the argument could not be deleted, but it can be elided and interpreted as
all the windows of Hanako’s house (sloppy reading). Although it seems that the example in Tagalog
poses a potential problem for Saito’s proposal, it might not be problematic. Kroeger (1993) mentions
that Tagalog predicates can optionally be marked as plural. However, if this is a "true" syntactic
agreement, the predicates should obligatory agree with the nominative arguments. For example,
φ-feature agreement must obligatorily occur in syntax. Since the number agreement in question may
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not be irrelevant to the syntactic agreement, the fact that the argument with the number agreement can
be deleted might not pose any problem for Saito’s proposal. I leave this issue for future research.
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  This paper investigates the syntax and semantics of the negative polarity expressions in Japanese that 
feature ichi ‘one’ and act as minimizers (henceforth, one-NPIs). It will be argued below that combining 
Ochi’s (2016) syntactic analysis of one-NPIs and Nakanishi’s (2019, in prep) semantic analysis of such 
expressions allows us to explain some interpretive differences among several types of Japanese one-NPIs. 
Our focus is on paradigms like the following: 
 
(1)  a.  Pre-nominal one-NPI [one-CL-no N-mo] 
     Taro-wa  sono hi  ip-piki-no  inu-mo  mi-nakat-ta. 
     Taro-TOP that  day one-CL-gen dog-MO  see-neg-PAST 
     i. ‘Taro didn’t see any dog that day.’  ii ‘Taro didn’t see any animal that day, even one dog.’ 
   b.  Post-nominal one-NPI [N one-CL] 
     Taro-wa  inu  ip’-piki mi-nakat-ta. 
     Taro-TOP dog  one-CL see-neg-PAST 
      i. *‘Taro didn’t see any dog that day.’  ii. ‘Taro didn’t see any animal that day, even one dog.’ 
   c.  Floating one-NPI [N-Case ...... one-CL-mo] 
     Taro-wa  inu-o   ip-piki-mo  mi-nakat-ta. 
     Taro-TOP dog-ACC  one-CL-MO  see-NEG-PAST 
     i. ‘Taro didn’t see any dog that day.’  ii. * ‘Taro didn’t see any animal that day, even one dog.’ 
 
As Nakanishi (2019) observes, (1c), which uses the floating one-NPI, is strictly about the number of dogs 
that Taro saw (i.e., none). Conversely, (1b), with the post-nominal one-NPI, means something stronger: it 
is not just that Taro saw no dogs. He saw no animals (or persons) at all. An interesting case is (1a), which 
features the pre-nominal one-NPI. Nakanishi reports that it aligns with (1b): for her, this example 
necessarily means that Taro didn’t see any animals (or persons), including dogs. As reported in Ochi (2016), 
however, it can in fact mean (1a-i). The following set of examples makes this point clear, with explicit 
reference to the presence of other animals, cats and mice, in a certain village under discussion.  
 
 
                                                        
*The research presented here is financially supported by the Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (No. 
17K02809 & No. 20K00679), the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology of Japan.  
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(2)  Kono  mura-ni-wa   takusan-no  neko-ya  nezumi-ga   iru  noni, ... 
  this   village-in-TOP  many-gen  cat-and  mouse-NOM  exist though 
    ‘Although there are many mice and cats in this village, ....’ 
   a.  ip-piki-no   inu-mo  i-nai.   (pre-nominal one-NPI) 
     one-CL-GEN  dog-MO  be-NEG 
     ‘there isn’t any dog.’ 
   b.  #inu  ip-piki  i-nai.       (Post-nominal one-NPI) 
       dog  one-CL be-NEG 
     ‘there isn’t any dog.’ 
   c.  inu-ga   ip-piki-mo  i-nai    (Floating one-NPI) 
     dog-NOM one-CL-MO  be-NEG 
     ‘there isn’t any dog.’ 
 
Here, there is a clear contrast between (2a) and (2b), indicating that (1a) is ambiguous. I will argue in this 
paper that the syntax of one-NPIs as entertained in Ochi (2016), which is based on Huang and Ochi (2014), 
allows us to capture such interpretive differences among the three types of one-NPIs in Japanese if aided 
by Nakanishi’s (2019, in prep) focus-semantic analysis of one-NPIs in Japanese. 
 
2. Syntax of classifiers 
  Before discussing one-NPIs, let us first review Huang and Ochi’s (henceforth H&O) (2014) syntactic 
analysis of numeral classifiers in Japanese. H&O pursue a partially uniform approach to the syntax of 
numeral classifiers in Japanese. Based on Watanabe (2006), H&O entertain the hypothesis that the post-
nominal NC and the floating NC essentially come from the same source where the classifier heads a 
projection (CLP) and hosts a numeral in its specifier position and NP as its complement as shown in (4a). 
This NP obligatorily moves. If it moves to the nominal edge, we obtain the post-nominal form (4b). If it 
moves out of the nominal domain, we get the floating form (4c). 
 
(3) a. Taro-wa  san-biki-no  inu-o   mi-ta. 
   Taro-TOP three-CL-GEN  dog-ACC  see-PAST 
   ‘Taro saw three dogs.’ 
  b. Taro-wa  inu  san-biki-o   mita. 
   Taro-TOP dog  three-CL-ACC  see-PAST 
   ‘Taro saw three dogs.’ 
  c. Taro-wa  inu-o   san-biki  mita. 
   Taro-TOP dog-ACC  three-CL  see-PAST 
   ‘Taro saw three dogs.’ 
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(4) a. [CLP 3 [CL’ book CL]] 
  b. ... [CaseP dogi [CLP 3 [CL’ ti CL]] -o ] 
  c. ... [VP dog-oi ... [CLP 3 [CL’ ti CL]] saw ] 
 
The pre-nominal CL form is different. Following Saito, Lin, and Murasugi (2008) and Miyamoto (2009), 
H&O assume that it is an adjunct at the NP-level.  
 
(5) [CaseP [NP [three-CL]-no [NP dog]] -o ] 
 
3. One-NPIs and association with focus 
  We now return to one-NPIs. Following Nakanishi (2019, in prep.) and Ochi (2016), let us suppose that 
one-NPIs in Japanese contain the focus particle -mo whether it is visible or not. Nakanishi (2019, in prep.) 
identifies the meaning of -mo as even. Two crucial ingredients of her proposal are Rooth’s (1985, 1992) 
alternative semantics and Karttunen and Peters’ (1979) proposal that even is a sentential scalar operator 
that gives rise to a scalar presupposition to the effect that the proposition that it combines with is the least 
likely among the set of alternatives. Alternatives are generated by substituting the focused element with the 
element of the same semantic type. Following the standard view, I assume that placement of focus is 
regulated by c-command in the sense that a focused element must be c-commanded by even in overt syntax.  
  As a brief illustration, let consider (6a), where Hanako is the target of focus. The rough LF 
representation of this example is (6b). Let us assume for ease of exposition that even moves and adjoins to 
the top of the clause (although details are not important here). It introduces the following scalar 
presupposition: the proposition ‘Taro didn’t talk to Hanako’ is the least likely among the set of alternatives 
(e.g., {Taro didn’t talk to Hanako, Taro didn’t talk to Jiro, Taro didn’t talk to Yoshiko, ... }). 
 
(6) a.  Taro didn’t even talk to [Hanako]F. 
  b.  [even [ Taro didn’t talk to [Hanako]F ] 
    Assertion: Taro didn’t talk to Hanako. 
 
Nakanishi proposes that Japanese -mo as even can be analyzed in the same fashion.  
 
(7)  Taro-wa  [Hanako]F-mo sasow-anakat-ta. 
   Taro-TOP Hanako-MO  invite-NEG-PAST 
   Assertion: Taro didn’t invite Hanako. 
 
(7) asserts that Taro didn’t invite Hanako. It also gives rise to the scalar presupposition that the proposition 
‘Taro didn’t invite Hanako’ is the least likely proposition among the set of alternatives of the form ‘Taro 
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didn’t invite x.’ In other words, the proposition ‘Hanako invited Hanako’ is the most likely among the set 
of alternative propositions (and even that didn’t happen). Adopting the overall analysis by Nakanishi (2019, 
in prep.), let us now consider how focus semantics works with one-NPIs in Japanese. The following 
discussion builds on Nakanishi’s work, although there will be departures from her work in several crucial 
points of the discussion.  
  Let us start with the pre-nominal one-NPI. The sentence (8) asserts that Taro didn’t see any bird. As 
for the scalar presupposition, it has more than one way to form the set of alternatives. Now, suppose with 
Ochi (2016) that the pre-nominal one-NPI has the structure in (9). The focus particle -mo heads FocP and 
takes NP as its complement, and ichi-wa-no ‘one-CL-GEN’ is an adjunct at the NP-level (along the lines 
of Saito, Lin, and Murasugi (2008) and Miyamoto (2009), and H&O (2014)). 
 
(8) Taro-wa  ichi-wa-no  tori-mo  mi-nakat-ta. 
  Taro-TOP one-CL-GEN bird-MO  see-NEG-PAST 
  a. ‘Taro didn’t see any bird.’ 
  b. ‘Taro didn’t see any animals, including birds.’ 
(9) [FocP [NP [one-CL]-no [NP tori ]] mo ] 
 
Suppose that the speaker intends (8b). For this case, we can simply adopt the gist of Nakanishi’s (2019, in 
prep.) analysis and say that the focus associate of -mo is its NP complement, ichi-wa-no tori ‘one-CL-GEN 
bird.’ Given that the alternatives are created by replacing the focus associate with the element of the same 
semantic type, ichi-wa-no tori ‘one-CL bird’ can be replaced by practically any NP, including NPs with 
numerals, definite NPs, and proper names, as shown in (10c).  
 
(10)  a.  Taro-wa  [NP ichi-wa-no  tori]F-mo mi-nakat-ta. 
     Taro-TOP    one-CL-GEN  bird-MO  see-NEG-PAST 
     ‘Taro didn’t see even one bird.’ 
   b.  [mo (as even) [ Taro didn’t see [one bird]F ]] 
 c. Alternatives: {Taro didn’t see one bird, Taro didn’t see two birds, Taro didn’t see three birds, ...., 
Taro didn’t see one cat, Taro didn’t see two cats, Taro didn’t see three cats, ..., Taro didn’t see 
the chipmunk that he often feeds, Taro didn’t see Peter Rabbit, ... }  
 
Among the set of alternatives, the proposition ‘Taro didn’t see one bird’ is considered by the speaker to be 
the least likely. In other words, the proposition ‘Taro saw one bird’ is considered to be the most likely 
proposition, and since it is asserted that that proposition is false, the hearer comes to understand that the 
speaker means that Taro didn’t see any animals at all.  
  When the speaker upon uttering (8) means (8a), he/she has no commitment about whether Taro saw 
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(13)  Taro-wa  sono hi   tori-o   ichi-wa-mo mi-nakat-ta. 
   Taro-TOP that  day  bird-ACC  one-CL-MO  see-NEG-PAST 
   a. Taro didn’t any bird that day.’ 
   b.  *‘Taro didn’t see anything, even one bird, that day.’ 
(14)  ... [VP bird ..... [FocP [CLP one [CL’ ti CL ]] mo ] ... V ] 
 
Recall that the focus associate of -mo in this type of one-NPI construction is restricted to the cardinal one, 
which is a subpart of the CLP complement of -mo. The question is why the CLP complement of -mo cannot 
serve as the target of focus in this case. What is crucial here is that the NP portion (e.g., tori ‘bird’) moves 
out of FocP. Nakanishi (2019: 142) suggests that the displaced NP in the floating one-NPI configuration is 
interpreted as topic. Then, CLP cannot be the target of focus because it contains a copy of tori ‘bird’: it 
cannot be a topic and (part of) a focus at the same time. As a result, the cardinal ichi ‘one’ is the only choice 
in this case as the target of focus.1  
  Let us finally turn to the post-nominal one-NPI. Recall that this type of one-NPI always includes the 
NP portion of the nominal as part of the focus associate. That is, this construction does not allow focus 
association to target only the numeral ichi ‘one’ as illustrated in (16).  
 
(15)  Taro-wa  sono hi  tori  ichi’-wa  mi-nakat-ta. 
   Taro-TOP that  day bird   one-CL  see-NEG-PAST 
   a.  *Taro didn’t see any bird that day.’ 
   b.  ‘Taro didn’t see anything, even one bird, that day.’ 
(16)  *[mo (as even) [Taro didn’t see [one]F bird ]] 
 
Why would that be? Under Ochi’s (2016) account adopted in this paper, the post-nominal one-NPI has the 
following structure in which the NP tori ‘bird’ ends up in the specifier of FocP. Again, the nominal-internal 
movement of NP is postulated by Watanabe (2006) and further elaborated by H&O (2014).  
 
(17)   [FocP birdi [CLP one [CL’ ti CL ]] ∅Foc ]2  
     
This structure allows us to see why tori ‘bird’ is necessarily included in focus. The NP tori ‘bird’ enters into 
a spec-head relation with the (null) Foc head, which assigns [+ focus] to this NP. This, I suggest, serves as 
the instruction for the semantic component to include it as part of the focus associate. Now, recall that we 
                                                        
1 This is in line with Downing’s (1996) observation that the floating numeral quantifier always places numeral as 
the locus of new information.  
2 This null Foc head has a very limited distribution. It does not occur in the prenominal one-NPI or the floating one-
NPI, nor does it occur with other types of NPIs, e.g., dare-{mo/*∅Foc} ‘nobody.’ See Ochi (2016) for an analysis of 
this point.  
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are assuming that the focus associate of -mo is either (i) its sister phrase S or (ii) the subpart(s) of S. Since 
tori ‘bird’ needs to be focused, choosing only the numeral ichi ‘one’ as the target of focus is excluded in 
this case. On the other hand, the sister phrase of -mo, CLP, is a viable candidate for focus association, since 
it contains a copy of tori ‘bird’: we get the schematic LF representation in (18a), with the set of alternatives 
of the form ‘Taro didn’t see x,’ as shown in (18b). We thus have an explanation for why (15) means (15b), 
not (15a).  
 
(18)  a.  [mo (as even) [Taro didn’t see [one bird]F ]] 
 b.  Alternatives: {Taro didn’t see one bird, Taro didn’t see two birds, ..., Taro didn’t see one mouse, 
Taro didn’t see two mice, ...., Taro didn’t see the chipmunk that he often feeds, Taro didn’t see 
Peter Rabbit, .... } 
 
  Note that if only the NP part, which establishes the spec-head relation with the Foc head, is the target 
of focus, we may not quite get the result that we want. For instance, if only tori ‘bird’ were focused in (15), 
we would get the LF representation shown in (19a), and the members of the set of alternatives would take 
the form ‘Taro didn’t see one x,’ as (19b) shows. But this alternative set would fail to include various kinds 
of NPs, such as definite NPs (e.g., the chipmunk that Taro often feeds) and proper names (e.g., Peter Rabbit), 
since these expressions do not easily occur with the cardinal one. If so, we cannot obtain the ‘Taro-saw-
nothing’ reading in (15b).  
 
(19)  a.  [mo (as even) [Taro didn’t see one [bird]F ]] 
   b.  Alternatives: {Taro didn’t see one bird, Taro didn’t see one mouse, Taro didn’t see one cat, .... } 
 
I therefore suggest that the spec-head relation discussed above serves as an instruction for the semantic 
component to include tori ‘bird’ as part of focus, but it in no way prevents other elements of FocP from 
being considered as the target of focus. Although a question remains as to why (19) is not a viable candidate, 
it should be noted that exactly the same issue actually arises in other cases. For example, the example in 
(8) was analyzed either as (10) or (11). But it should not be analyzed as (20) for the same reason as the one 
provided above. 
 
(20)  Taro-wa  [NP ichi-wa-no  [tori]F ]-mo mi-nakat-ta 
   Taro-TOP   one-CL-GEN   bird-MO  see-NEG-PAST 
 
  To summarize, the syntactic analysis of one-NPIs in Japanese discussed in the previous section helps 
us explain the interpretive differences noted in the previous literature (Nakanishi (2019, in prep.)). The pre-
nominal one-NPI may assign focus to its complement (one-CL N) or to the numeral ichi ‘one.’ By contrast, 
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the other two types of one-NPIs are restricted in their interpretation. What sets them apart from the pre-
nominal one-NPI is the existence of the movement of NP that is embedded in the classifier projection. If 
NP moves out of the nominal domain and gets interpreted as topic (= the floating one-NPI), focusing ichi 
‘one’ is the only option. If NP ends up in the spec of FocP (= the post-nominal one-NPI), focusing only ichi 
‘one’ is not an option. Thus, the nominal-internal movement plays a vital role in explaining the otherwise 
perplexing array of observations about one-NPIs and their interpretations.  
 
4. Chinese one-NPIs 
  Our analysis has an implication. Recall that (4a) is assumed by H&O (and Watanabe (2006)) to be the 
underlying structure for the post-nominal NC construction and the floating NC construction. It is worth 
noting that the Chinese classifier structure is standardly taken to possess a similar structure. This point is 
based in part on the fact that the ordinary classifier does not occur with -de, which is used to introduce 
adnominal modifiers (e.g., relative clauses). Following Tang (1990), Cheng and Sybesma (1999), and H&O 
(2014), let us assume that the NC construction in Chinese has the structure in (22), where the classifier is a 
head selecting NP as its complement.  
 
(21)  san-ben (*-de) shu    
   three-CL    book 
   ‘three books’ 
(22)  [CLP # [CL’  CL NP ]] 
 
Under H&O’s partially uniform analysis adopted in this paper, the post-nominal NC and the floating NC 
in Japanese and the ‘pre-nominal’ NC in Chinese (there is no post-nominal NC or the floating NC in 
Chinese) essentially share the same underlying structure. One crucial difference between the two languages 
is that Chinese does not have the movement of the NP complement of CL, internal to, or out of, the nominal 
domain. Since I have just argued that this movement of NP is a crucial factor in restricting the interpretation 
of the post-nominal one-NPI and the floating one-NPI in Japanese, and since Chinese lacks this movement, 
we should expect that the Chinese one-NPI freely chooses the entire CLP or its subpart(s) as the target of 
focus. Let me end this paper by noting that this is indeed the case.  
  Chinese has a minimizer construction that involves a focused and dislocated one-CL. This expression 
consists of the focus particle lian, which literally means to ‘connect,’ and the universal quantificational 
element dou, with one-NP appearing between them, as shown in (23a). Shyu (2016) analyzes this type of 
construction by postulating DouP in a clause-medial position, whose head dou takes the lian-phrase in its 
specifier position and NegP as its complement (23b). Note that lian is analyzed as a preposition by Shyu, 
but I will simply label its projection as LianP. 
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(23)  a.  Ta (lian) yiju   hua  dou  mei    shuo.  
     he  lian  one.cl  word  dou  not.have  say 
     ‘He didn’t say even one word.’ 
   b.  [Ta [DouP [LianP (lian)  yiju   hua ]i [Dou’ dou  [NegP  mei    shuo ei] ] 
      he      lian  one.cl  word    dou     not.have  say 
 
According to Shyu (2016: 1380), lian is very much like English even, functioning as (i) a focus particle 
that generates a set of propositional alternatives and (ii) a scalar operator that effectively places the asserted 
proposition at the end of a likelihood scale that is postulated in a given context. And the universal 
quantifier/maximizer dou quantifies over the members in the set of alternatives.  
  Importantly, lian may freely choose its sister or the subpart(s) of its sister as its focus associate. Let us 
start with the former. The following example of the lian ... dou construction from Shyu (2016) gives rise to 
the scalar presupposition that among the set of alternative propositions of the form ‘Lisi didn’t eat x,’ Lisi’s 
not eating a mouthful of rice is considered to be the least likely. In other words, Lisi’s eating a mouthful of 
rice is considered to be the most likely, and since that proposition is negated, we understand this sentence 
to mean, ‘Lisi didn’t eat anything.’ So in this case, the focus associate of lian is its CLP complement, yi-
kou fan ‘one-CL rice.’ 
 
(24)  Lisi  (lian)  yi-kou  fan  dou  mei    chi. 
   Lisi  lian  one-CL  rice  dou  not.have  eat 
   ‘Lisi didn’t eat even one mouthful of rice. ≈ Lisi didn’t eat anything.’   (Shyu 2016: 1382) 
                             
  Furthermore, let us consider an example analogous to Japanese (2), where animals other than dog are 
explicitly stated in the previous utterance. (25) below is acceptable (thanks to Haowen Zheng and Yuchen 
Zhang for judgments and discussion). In this instance, the focus associate of lian ‘even’ is the numeral yi 
‘one.’  
 
(25)  Zai  zhe-ge  cunzi  li,  neng kanjian laoshu    he  mao   
   exist this-CL village in  can  see     mouse/mice  and  cat(s), 
   dan (lian )  yi-zhi  gou  dou  kanbujian. 
   but lian   one-CL dog  dou  see.not.see. 
   ‘In this village, you can see mice and cats, but you can not see (even) one dog.’ 
 
To sum up, the lian ... dou NPI is ‘ambiguous’ with respect to focus association. Focus may fall on the 
entire CLP of the form ‘yi-CL N’ or it may fall just on the numeral yi ‘one.’ As mentioned above, this is 
fully expected under our analysis. Despite sharing the same underlying structure with the post-nominal 
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one-NPI and the floating one-NPI in Japanese, the one-NPI in Chinese does not employ any movement of 
NP. It is thus on a par with the pre-nominal one-NPI in Japanese, which, as we saw, also yields ambiguity 
in terms of the target of focus.  
 
5. Conclusion 
  Adopting Ochi’s (2016) syntactic analysis of one-NPIs and Nakanishi’s (2019, in prep.) focus 
semantic analysis, this paper has shown that the interpretive differences observed among three types of 
one-NPIs in Japanese can be accommodated rather naturally under the partially uniform syntactic analysis 
of H&O (2014). In particular, movement within or out of the minimizer expression plays a vital role in 
restricting the interpretation of the minimizer expression in one way or the other. To the extent that the 
current analysis is on the right track, it lends credence to the view expressed by Watanabe (2006) and H&O 
(2014) that the nominal architecture of classifier languages like Japanese may be more than meets the eye, 
in the sense that quantificational nominal expressions in this language have rich and articulated layers on 
top of the NP projection. 
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In Japanese, the nominative Case on the embedded subject in (1a) can be replaced with the 
accusative Case, as shown in (1b).1,2
(1) a. Ken-wa  [Mai-ga    kasiko-i    to] omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Nom  smart-Pres  C  thought
‘Ken thought that Mai is smart.’
b. Ken-wa  Mai-o   kasiko-i   to omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc smart-Pres  C  thought
‘Ken thought Mai to be smart.’
Constructions like (1b) are referred to as raising-to-object constructions (RTOs, henceforth) in some 
previous researches, given their similarity to their English counterpart (e.g., the translation in (1b))
(even though the two crucially differ in whether the complement clause is finite or not).3 Since 
Kuno (1976), it has been controversial what analysis can capture the properties of RTOs. In 
particular, there have been two conflicting views on where the accusative phrase in RTOs originates.
According to one view, it originates in the embedded clause and undergoes movement to the matrix 
clause (see Kuno 1976, Sakai 1999, Bruening 2001, Hiraiwa 2001, 2005, Tanaka 2002, among many 
others). Following Bruening (2001) and Hiraiwa (2001, 2005), I assume that the movement applied 
to the accusative phrase in this analysis is optional movement. With this view, (1b) would have either 
one of the two structures in (2), which differ in whether the accusative phrase undergoes optional 
movement to the matrix clause.
† This paper partly draws on my presentation at ConSOLE29 hosted by Leiden University in January 
2021 (Noguchi 2021). I thank the audience for their comments. All remaining errors are, of course, my 
own.
1 The following abbreviations are used: Acc = accusative, C = complementizer, Cl = classifier, Cop = 
copula, Dat = dative, Gen = genitive, Nom = nominative, Pres = present tense, Top = topic particle
2 Note that the embedded tensed predicate in (1), kasiko-i ‘is smart’, itself cannot take a phrase marked 
with the accusative Case as its subject, as shown in (i).
(i) Mai{-ga/*-o}   kasiko-i.
Mai-Nom/-Acc  smart-Pres
This suggests that the accusative marking of the logical subject of the embedded clause in (1b) is 
associated with the matrix clause.
3 The term RTO does not imply that “raising to the object position” always takes place in this 
construction.
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(2) a. Ken-wa  [CP Mai-o    kasiko-i    to]  omotta.
Ken-Top    Mai-Acc  smart-Pres  C  thought
b. Ken-wa  Mai-oi [CP ti kasiko-i    to]  omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc    smart-Pres  C  thought
According to the other view, on the other hand, the accusative phrase in RTOs is base-generated in 
the matrix clause, with the embedded subject position occupied by a pro (see, e.g., Saito 1983, Hoji 
1991, Mihara 1994, Takano 2003). Under this approach, the structure of (1b) could be represented as 
in (3).
(3) Ken-wa  Maii-o    [CP proi kasiko-i    to]  omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc      smart-Pres  C   thought
Regarding this issue, Goto (2016) attempts to “put a period to a long debate on analyses of [RTOs] 
in Japanese” (Goto 2016: 3). More specifically, she argues that both the two analyses illustrated 
above are possible and that which analysis applies to an RTO depends on the type of the matrix 
predicate. 
Against this backdrop, this short paper aims to provide a new piece of evidence for Goto’s 
proposal. More specifically, I show that her proposal is corroborated by taking into consideration the 
construction which I termed as koto-ga RTOs in Noguchi (2021), whose example is shown in (4).4
(4) Ken-wa  Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to  omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C  thought
‘Ken thought Mai to be smart.’
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of Goto’s (2016) proposal that 
RTOs in Japanese are analyzed in different manners depending on the type of the matrix predicate. 
Section 3 introduces a new puzzle regarding koto-ga RTOs and argues that it is captured by Goto’s 
proposed hypothesis. Section 4 concludes the paper. 
2. Goto (2016)
Goto (2016) argues that RTOs like (1b), where the matrix predicate is omotta ‘thought’, are 
analyzed differently from ones like (5b), where danteisita ‘concluded’ is used as the matrix 
predicate.
4 Koto-ga RTOs like (4) have been judged ill-formed in literature (e.g., Kuno 1976, Hoji 1991,
Kishimoto 2018). However, they sound fine to my ear. Also, (at least some of) Japanese speakers that I 
consulted judged them acceptable.
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(5) a. Ken-wa  [Mai-ga    kasiko-i    to]  danteisita.
Ken-Top  Mai-Nom  smart-Pres  C   concluded
‘Ken concluded that Mai is smart.’
b. Ken-wa  Mai-o   kasiko-i    to  danteisita.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc  smart-Pres  C  concluded
‘Ken concluded Mai to be smart.’
More specifically, she proposes the following hypotheses: (i) when the matrix predicate of an RTO is 
a think-type predicate (e.g., omou ‘think’, kanziru ‘feel’), the accusative phrase originates in the 
embedded clause and undergoes optional movement, (ii) when the matrix predicate of an RTO is a 
conclude-type predicate (e.g., danteisuru ‘conclude’, kimetukeru ‘decide prematurely’), the 
accusative phrase originates in the matrix clause and the embedded subject position is occupied by a 
pro. These are summarized in (6).
(6) a. think-type predicate: omou ‘think’, kanziru ‘feel’, etc.
optional movement
Ken-wa    ___   [CP Mai-o kasiko-i   to]  omotta.
Ken-Top            Mai-Acc  smart-Pres  C  thought   (= (1b))
b. conclude-type predicate: danteisuru ‘conclude’, kimetukeru ‘decide prematurely’, etc.
Ken-wa  Maii-o  [CP proi kasiko-i    to]  danteisita.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc       smart-Pres  C  concluded   (= (5b))
(cf. Goto 2016: 2-3)
Henceforth, I refer to RTOs with a think-type predicate (e.g., (1b)) and ones with a conclude-type 
predicate (e.g., (5b)) as think-RTOs and conclude-RTOs, respectively. 
In the rest of this section, I show two arguments that Goto shows for her proposal.5 The first 
argument has to do with the position of an embedded adverb. She considers the contrast between the 
two RTOs in (7), where the embedded adverb mada ‘still’ precedes the accusative phrase.
(7) a. John-ga    mada  Mary-o    kodomo  da   to  omotta.
John-Nom  still   Mary-Acc  child    Cop  C thought
‘John thought Mary to be still a child.’    (Hiraiwa 2001: 72)
b. *John-ga    mada  Mary-o    kodomo  da   to danteisita.
John-Nom  still   Mary-Acc  child    Cop  C  concluded
‘John concluded Mary to be still a child.’   (Tanaka 2002: 647)
5 See Goto (2016) for the third argument for her proposal that concerns scrambling of the embedded 
clause of RTOs.
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Notice that the only difference between the two sentences is the type of their matrix predicate; (7a) is 
a think-RTO and judged grammatical, while (7b) is a conclude-RTO and judged ungrammatical. 
Note also that, given that embedded adverbs cannot undergo long-distance scrambling (Saito 1985), 
the embedded adverb mada ‘still’ in (7) can be regarded as an explicit boundary of the embedded 
clause. Given these points, the contrast in (7) indicates that the accusative phrase in think-RTOs like 
(7a) can stay within the embedded clause, while the one in conclude-RTOs like (7b) must appear in 
the matrix clause. Notice that this follows from Goto’s proposal in (6); according to (6a), the 
accusative phrase in think-RTOs originates in the embedded clause and can stay there, whereas 
according to (6b), the accusative phrase in conclude-RTOs is base-generated in the matrix clause.
The second argument concerns interpretations of the accusative phrase in RTOs. Takano (2003) 
investigates whether the phrase in question can be interpreted with respect to the embedded clause 
(i.e., de dicto readings), as well as to the matrix clause (i.e., de re readings). However, Goto points 
out that his observation is based only on conclude-RTOs. This fact leads her to examine the 
availability of de re/de dicto readings of the accusative phrase in think-RTOs. As a result, she finds
that the two types of RTOs differ in whether the accusative phrase can be interpreted de dicto. See 
the relevant examples in (8).
(8) a. John-wa  san-too-no  uma-o     mesu da   to  omotta.
John-Top  3-Cl-Gen  horse-Acc  female Cop  C  thought
‘John thought three horses to be female.’ ( de re / ?de dicto)               
b. John-wa  san-too-no  uma-o     mesu da   to  danteisita.
John-Top  3-Cl-Gen  horse-Acc  female Cop  C  concluded
‘John concluded three horses to be female.’ ( de re / *de dicto)  (Goto 2016: 6)
(8) shows that the accusative phrase in think-RTOs like (8a) can be interpreted both de re and de 
dicto, while the one in conclude-RTOs like (8b) is understood only de re.6 This contrast becomes 
clearer when these sentences are considered under the scenario in (9), which forces the accusative 
phrase in (8), santoo-no uma ‘three horses’, to be interpreted de dicto, since this phrase should not be 
construed as referring to three horses in the actual world.
(9) Scenario: One day John went to a pasture. There were only cows in the pasture then. John 
could not distinguish cows from horses, and he thought, in the mistaken belief, that the 
animals in the pasture were horses. Then, he had an idea that three of the animals were female. 
(ibid: 6)
Under this context, (8a) is felicitous, while (8b) is not. This confirms that the de dicto reading is 
6 Goto (2016) notes that de dicto readings of the accusative phrase in think-RTOs are unavailable for 
some speakers. She claims that this may not be a counterexample to her proposal, given that similar 
idiolectal differences are observed in English RTOs; see Section 3 of Goto (2016) for more details.
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available only in think-RTOs. Note now that the contrast in question can be captured by Goto’s 
hypothesis in (6). According to (6a), the structure of (8a) should be either one of the two in (10).
(10) a. John-wa  [CP san-too-no  uma-o     mesu-da    to]  omotta.
John-Top  3-Cl-Gen   horse-Acc  female-Cop  C  thought
b. John-wa  [san-too-no  uma-o]i [CP ti mesu-da    to]  omotta.
John-Top  3-Cl-Gen   horse-Acc    female-Cop  C  thought
Notice that the accusative phrase originates in the embedded clause in both structures in (10) and 
thus serves as an element of the embedded clause, at least at a certain derivational step. This squares 
with the fact that a de dicto reading of the accusative phrase is available in (8a). According to (6b), 
on the other hand, (8b) should have the structure in (11).
(11) John-wa  [san-too-no  uma]i-o   [CP proi mesu-da    to]  danteisita.
John-Top  3-Cl-Gen   horse-Acc    female-Cop  C   concluded
In this structure, the accusative phrase originates in the matrix clause and thus does not count as an 
embedded element. This accounts for why no de dicto reading of the accusative phrase is available in 
(8b) (cf. Takano 2003).
3. Koto-ga RTOs
In this section, I aim to provide a new piece of evidence for Goto’s proposal by considering 
koto-ga RTOs like (4), repeated below:
(4) Ken-wa  Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to  omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C  thought
‘Ken thought Mai to be smart.’
In Section 3.1, I provide a new puzzle regarding koto-ga RTOs. To capture this puzzle, Section 3.2 
describes part of the analysis of koto-ga RTOs provided in Noguchi (2021). With this analysis, in 
Section 3.3, I show that Goto’s proposal gives an account of the puzzle.
3.1 Puzzle
Recall first that Goto’s proposal is based on her observation that the two types of RTOs, 
think-RTOs and conclude-RTOs, do not pattern together with respect to, e.g., the position of an 
embedded adverb and de re/de dicto readings. I now point out that a similar asymmetry is observed 
in koto-ga RTOs. Witness the relevant examples in (12).
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(12) a. Ken-wa  Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to  omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C  thought
‘Ken thought Mai to be smart.’  (= (4))
b. *Ken-wa  Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to  danteisita.
Ken-Top  Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C  concluded
‘Ken concluded Mai to be smart.’
(12) crucially shows that koto-ga RTOs can be realized when their matrix predicate is a think-type 
predicate (e.g., omotta ‘thought’ in (12a)), while they cannot when their matrix predicate is a 
conclude-type predicate (e.g., danteisita ‘concluded’ in (12b)). To capture this new puzzle, in the 
next subsection, I will provide part of the analysis of koto-ga RTOs that I proposed in Noguchi 
(2021); I refer the reader to Noguchi (2021) for more details of this construction.
3.2 Analysis of koto-ga RTOs
Before illustrating the analysis of koto-ga RTOs, let us first confirm that this construction can be 
considered as one variant of RTOs, as the term suggests. This view is reasonable if we take into 
consideration the noun koto ‘matter/fact’ in koto-ga RTOs. Note that koto in (4) does not make any 
semantic contribution, adding no nuance of “matter” or “fact”. This fact suggests that koto in koto-ga
RTOs is the semantically-vacuous formal noun (e.g., Sasaguri 1996, Kinjo & Sasaguri 1999, Takano 
2003, Kishimoto 2004), rather than its contenful counterpart with the meaning of “matter” or “fact”. 
One notable characteristic of this formal noun is that it can appear only on objects.7 (13) shows, for 
example, that it can be attached to the object (with the help of the genitive Case) but not to the 
subject.
(13) Mai(*-no  koto)-ga    Ken(-no  koto)-o    {aisiteiru / sikatta / tataita}.
Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  Ken-Gen  matter-Acc  love/scolded/hit
‘Mai {loves / scolded / hit} Ken.’
Given the optionality of its attachment in (13), I refer to this formal noun as kotoop(tional). Bearing this 
distributional property of kotoop in mind, notice now that kotoop being attached to the logical subject 
of the embedded clause in (4), namely Mai, indicates that the phrase Mai serves as an object in a 
certain way, despite the fact that it is marked with the nominative Case.8 This dual status of the 
7 In Noguchi (2021), I assumed that this formal noun is licensed through Agree with the head of vP, 
based on the observation that it can appear non-locally with respect to a verb; see Noguchi (2021) for 
more details.
8 Note that when the embedded clause in (4) is realized as a matrix clause, it cannot be grammatical
without dropping kotoop, as shown in (i). This suggests that the object status of Mai(-no koto) in (4) 
should be associated with the matrix verb (see also fn.7).
(i) Mai(*-no  koto)-ga   kasiko-i.
Mai-Gen  matter-Nom smart-Pres
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koto-ga phrase in koto-ga RTOs is also observed in the accusative phrase in standard RTOs like (1b), 
which not only serves as the logical subject of the embedded clause but also has an object status, as 
evidenced by the fact that it is marked with the accusative Case. Given this consideration, koto-ga
RTOs can arguably be regarded as a variant of RTOs.
With this much background, I will now give a rough overview of the analysis of koto-ga RTOs 
provided in Noguchi (2021). One distinctive property of this construction is the Case-marking of the 
koto-ga phrase; it is marked with the nominative Case, in contrast to the logical subject of the 
embedded clause in standard RTOs. With the standard assumption that the nominative Case is 
assigned/licensed by the head of TP (i.e., T), one might wonder which of the two T’s, namely the 
matrix T and the embedded T, is associated with the nominative Case of the koto-ga phrase. To 
answer this question, in Noguchi (2021) I introduced (s)ase causative constructions. An example of 
this construction is shown in (14b), where the causative affix -(s)ase- ‘make’ takes (the propositional 
content of) the sentence in (14a) as its complement.9
(14) a. Mai-wa  kono  mondai{-ga/*-o}    wakatta.
Mai-Top  this   question-Nom/-Acc  understood
‘Mai understood this question.’
b. Ken-wa  Mai-nii [vP PROi kono  mondai{*-ga/-o}    wakar]-aseta.
Ken-Top Mai-Dat         this   question-Nom/-Acc  understand-made
‘Ken made Mai understand this question.’
Notice that (14a) is a nominative object construction, where an object must be marked with the 
nominative Case, not with the accusative Case. If -(s)ase- ‘make’ takes this sentence as its 
complement, however, the nominative marking of the object becomes impossible, as shown in (14b). 
This is arguably because -(s)ase- takes vP, rather than TP, as its complement (cf. Murasugi & 
Hashimoto 2004) and thus the assigner/licenser of the nominative Case, namely T, is not contained 
in the complement clause of (14b). Given this observation, if the nominative Case on the koto-ga
phrase in koto-ga RTOs is associated with the matrix T, rather than with the embedded T, it is 
predicted that -(s)ase- cannot take a koto-ga RTO as its complement, since the embedded koto-ga
RTO no longer contains T which would assign/license the nominative Case on the koto-ga phrase.
This prediction is not borne out, however; (s)ase causative constructions where a koto-ga RTO is 
embedded can be realized, as shown in (15).
(15) ?Erika-wa Ken-nii [vP PROi Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to  omow]-aseta.
Erika-Top Ken-Dat         Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C  think-made
‘Erika made Ken think Mai to be smart.’
‘Mai is smart.’
9 For expository purposes, I assume that in (s)ase causative constructions, the causee argument (e.g. 
Mai-ni in (14b)) appears in the matrix clause and PRO appears as the embedded subject.
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This observation indicates that the nominative Case on the koto-ga phrase in koto-ga RTOs is 
associated with the embedded T, not with the matrix T.
Given that, it is expected that the koto-ga phrase is base-generated within the embedded clause, 
which makes it possible for its nominative Case to be assigned/licensed by the embedded T. In 
Noguchi (2021) I showed that this expectation is borne out, by observing where a matrix adverb can 
appear in koto-ga RTOs. Kuno (1976) observes that the accusative phrase in standard RTOs can 
precede, as well as follow, a matrix adverb, as shown in (16).
(16) a. Ken-wa  orokanimo  Mai-o    kasiko-i    to  {omotta / danteisita}.
Ken-Top  stupidly    Mai-Acc  smart-Pres  C   thought/concluded
‘Ken stupidly {thought/concluded} Mai to be smart.’
b. Ken-wa  Mai-o    orokanimo  kasiko-i    to  {omotta / danteisita}.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc  stupidly    smart-Pres  C   thought/concluded
This fact indicates that the accusative phrase in standard RTOs can surface in the matrix clause. In 
contrast, however, the koto-ga phrase in koto-ga RTOs cannot precede a matrix adverb, as shown in 
(17b).
(17) a. Ken-wa  orokanimo  Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to  omotta.
Ken-Top  stupidly    Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C  thought
‘Ken stupidly thought Mai to be smart.’
b. *Ken-wa  Mai-no   koto-ga     orokanimo  kasiko-i  to  omotta.
Ken-Top  Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  stupidly    smart-Pres  C  thought
This observation thus shows that the koto-ga phrase in koto-ga RTOs originates in the embedded 
clause, as well as that it must stay within that clause.10 Given that, the structure of the koto-ga RTO 
in (4) can be roughly represented as in (18) (see Noguchi 2021 for its more detailed structure).
(18) Ken-wa  [CP Mai-no   koto-ga     kasiko-i    to]  omotta.
Ken-Top    Mai-Gen  matter-Nom  smart-Pres  C   thought
3.3 Solving the Puzzle
Bearing in mind the analysis of koto-ga RTOs illustrated above, let us now turn back to the 
puzzle in (12). I will now argue that this puzzle can be captured by Goto’s proposed hypothesis, 
which is summarized in (6), repeated below:
10 This paper, as well as Noguchi (2021), leaves open why the koto-ga phrase in koto-ga RTOs cannot 
move into the matrix clause, unlike the accusative phrase in (a subset of) standard RTOs.
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(6) a. think-type predicate: omou ‘think’, kanziru ‘feel’, etc.
optional movement
Ken-wa    ___   [CP Mai-o kasiko-i    to]  omotta.
Ken-Top            Mai-Acc  smart-Pres  C   thought   (= (1b))
b. conclude-type predicate: danteisuru ‘conclude’, kimetukeru ‘decide prematurely’, etc.
Ken-wa  Maii-o  [CP proi kasiko-i    to]  danteisita.
Ken-Top  Mai-Acc        smart-Pres  C   concluded   (= (5b))
(cf. ibid: 2-3)
According to the proposed analysis of koto-ga RTOs, the koto-ga phrase must originate in the 
embedded clause, so that its nominative Case can be assigned/licensed by the embedded T. Notice 
that this analysis is compatible with the analysis of think-RTOs in (6a), in that in both analyses the 
logical subject of the embedded clause is base-generated in the embedded clause. This compatibility 
captures the grammaticality of (12a), where the matrix predicate is the think-type predicate omotta
‘thought’. However, the analysis of koto-ga RTOs does not square with that of conclude-RTOs in 
(6b); the logical subject of the embedded clause in koto-ga RTOs originates within the embedded 
clause, while the one in conclude-RTOs is base-generated in the matrix clause. This incompatibility 
captures the ungrammaticality of the koto-ga RTO in (12b), whose matrix predicate is danteisita
‘conclude’. Note here that the present account of the puzzle in (12) crucially hinges on Goto’s 
proposal. Given that, the asymmetry in (12) lends support for her proposal.
4. Conclusion
This paper has provided a new piece of evidence for the proposal by Goto (2016) that RTOs in 
Japanese are analyzed in different manners depending on whether their matrix predicate is a 
think-type predicate or a conclude-type predicate. More specifically, I pointed out that koto-ga RTOs 
show an asymmetry that depends on the type of the matrix predicate and demonstrated that this 
asymmetry can be captured by Goto’s proposal, with the analysis of koto-ga RTOs proposed in 
Noguchi (2021).
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2. Sauerland and Alexiadou(2020)
Sauerland and Alexiadou(2020) thought structure(conceptual 





(1) We view Language as a system that relates thought representations to aspects of 
audiovisual signals in articulation and perception. The Meaning First approach 
assumes that thoutht is primary, while language is derived as a realization by the 
system we call the Compressor. 
                                         (Sauerland and Alexiadou(2020), p. 2.) 
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(2) We (do) like linguistics. 




thought structure  
 
(3) a.  [WE [PRESENT [LIKE LINGUISTICS]]] 
b.   We like linguistics. 
c.   We do like linguistics. 
                                         (Sauerland and Alexiadou(2020), p. 3.) 
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(6) a.  Many arrows didn’t hit the target.              (many not, ?not many) 
b.  Not many arrows hit the target.                (*many not, not many) 
c.  The target wasn’t hit by many arrows.          (*many not, not many) 
                                         (Sauerland and Alexiadou(2020), p. 4.) 
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For many arrows it is the case that they didn’t hit 
the target. (6b) (6c) many
It is not the case that many arrows hit the target.
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Thought Uniqueness Hypothesis (8)  
 
(8) Thought Uniqueness Hypothesis(TUH) 
Our cognitive system restricts us to have just one representation per thought. 
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(9) the Meaning First approach predicts that the representations must be parallel 
since both articulations derive from the same conceptual representation. 
                                            (Sauerland and Alexiadou(2020), p. 9.) 
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(10)  a.   
b.  Prof. Yukawa and Prof. Tomonaga respect each other. 
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(11)  a.  [YUKAWA RESPECT TOMONAGA] AND [TOMONAGA RESPECT 
YUKAWA] 
b.  [YUKAWA AND TOMONAGA] [RECIPR RESPECT] 
 
(11b) Meaning First approach (10)
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A Note on Argument Ellipsis under Left Node Raising*
Yoichi Miyamoto
1.  Introduction
This squib examines argument ellipsis (AE) in left node raising (LNR) context. Japanese LNR is
exemplified in (1):1
(1) Koneko-o Taroo-ga e1 hiroi, Hanako-ga e2 sodateta.
kitty -ACC Taro -NOM find Hanako-NOM kept.
‘(lit.) The kitty, Taro found, and Hanako kept.
An issue regarding the raising in question concerns the nature of e1 and e2. One may claim that this 
example has the structure given in (2):
(2) koneko-o1 Taroo-ga t1 hiroi, Hanako-ga pro1 sodateta
Nakao (2010), however, argues against such a proposal, and instead proposes that the LNR must be 
analyzed as an instance of across-the-board (ATB) movement. Accordingly, the structure of (1) 
should be as given in (3):2
(3) koneko-o1 Taroo-ga t1 hiroi, Hanako-ga t1 sodateta
Yet, examining the availability of AE in LNR context, Kimura (2020) suggests that the variable in 
the second conjunct is created by the copying operation, which is responsible for AE, copying the 
variable from the first conjunct. These two proposals, therefore, appear to result in the same 
configuration. However, it is important to notice that under the latter proposal, no movement takes
place in the second conjunct. Addressing this difference, the current squib provides one context 
under which the two proposals provide a different prediction, and suggests that the ATB movement, 
illustrated in (3), must take place in AE context. Given the assumption that ATB movement only 
occurs in overt syntax, the extraction taking place in the second conjunct of LNR under AE context,
* I would like to thank Jon Clenton for his comments on the earlier draft. This research was in part 
supported by the Grant-in-Aid (C) (#17K02809). The usual disclaimers apply.
1 Abbreviations that are used throughout this squib are as follows: ACC = accusative, ASP = aspect, CL = 
classifier, COP = copula, DAT = dative, GEN = genitive, NEG = negation, NOM = nominative, PRES = 
present, PROG = progressive, Q = question (particle), SFP = sentence final particle, and TOP = topic.
2 We do not commit ourselves to how ATB movement is to be analyzed. See Section 4 for discussion.
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to be discussed in the current squib, shows that overt extraction is possible out of an ellipsis site.
For this purpose, the current squib is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce two forms
of evidence, provided by Nakao (2010), for the analysis based on ATB movement for Japanese LNR.
In Section 3, we review Kimura’s (2020) argument against Nakao’s ATB movement-based proposal.
In Section 4, we resolve the conflict, examining the nature of the movement involved in the second 
conjunct of LNR. We show that AE taking place in LNR context does not pose a problem for
Nakao’s ATB movement-based proposal once we adopt Miyamoto’s (2019, 2020) suggestion that 
when moving elements result in having no phonetic content at the end of the derivation, their 
extraction out of null argument sites is permitted. We note further that, under the single output model 
(Bobaljik 1995) that Saito (2007) must have assumed, this is exactly as we would have predicted. In 
Section 5 we briefly discuss WH-movement in AE context that Sakamoto (2019) discusses, before 
concluding the squib in Section 6.
2.   Left Node Raising and ATB movement in Japanese
Nakao (2010) argues for the analysis, based on ATB movement, for sentences of the type 
exemplified in (1). Of significance is Nakao’s finding that e2 in (1) exhibits properties of a variable, 
not pro, which results in the hypothesis that movement is involved in the second conjunct.3 In this 
section we only introduce Nakao’s two forms of evidence, due to space limitation, for this stance.
First, English right node raising permits distributive scoping, as shown in the contrast between 
(4a) and (4b), cited from Abel (2004: 51):
(4) a. John sang, and Mary recorded, two quite different songs.
b. John sang two quite different songs, and Mary recorded two quite different songs.
Only (4a) can describe the situation in which John sang one song and Mary sang another song. 
Taken together, two different songs are involved in this example. In contrast, four different songs are 
mentioned in total in (4b). Likewise, (5a), not (5b), cited from Nakao (2010: 159), concerns two 
different songs in Japanese LNR:
(5) a. Hutatsu-no betsubetsu-no kyoku-o John-ga e1 utai, Mary-ga e2
two-CL-GEN separate-GEN song -ACC John-NOM sing Mary-NOM
rokuon-shita.
record-did
‘Two separate songs, Jon sang, and Mary recorded.’
b. Hutatsu-no betsubetsu-no kyoku-o John-ga e1 utatta.
two-CL-GEN separate-GEN song -ACC John-NOM sang




‘Two separate songs, John sang. Mary recorded (them).’
In (5b), it is plausible that e2 in the second sentence is pro; if so, the presence of the intended 
distributive scoping in (5a) indicates that in this example, e2 in the second conjunct is not pro.
Another evidence comes from what Nakao calls ‘Case matching effects.’ Consider the contrast 
between (6a) and (6b), cited from Nakao (2010: 157):
(6) a. ??Mary-ni John-ga e1 hana-o okuri, Tom-ga e2 nagusameta.
Mary-DAT John-NOM flower-ACC send Tom-NOM comforted
‘(lit.) (To) Mary John sent flowers, and Tom comforted.’
b. Mary-ni John-ga e1 hana-o okutta.
Mary-DAT John-NOM flower-ACC sent
Tom-wa e2 nagusameta.
Tom-TOP comforted
‘John gave flowers to Mary, and Tom comforted (her).’
The marginality of (6a), not observed in the second conjunct of (6b), further suggests that e2 is not 
pro in the former example.
Examining these two and other forms of evidence, Nakao thus proposes that Japanese LNR results 
from ATB movement, illustrated in (3). Under this proposal, the distributive scoping and the Case 
matching effects may be under scrutiny, since the two and same elements are raised above the 
subject position in an ATB fashion.
3.   Left Node Raising and Argument Ellipsis
Kimura (2020), however, suggests that Nakao’s analysis cannot be maintained, examining LNR 
under the context involving AE. Kimura’s argument is based on Saito’s (2007) observation that 
extraction from within is prohibited when AE takes place; this is illustrated in the contrast between 
(7a) and (7b), the latter of which is from Saito (2007: 724):4
(7) a. Sono hon-o [Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga e1 katta to] itta] shi,
that book-ACC Taro -TOP Hanako-NOM bought that said and
Ziroo-mo [Hanako-ga e2 katta to ] itta.
Ziro -also Hanako-NOM bought that said
‘Taro said that Hanako bought that book, and Ziro also said that Hanako bought (it).’
4 See also Shinohara (2006) for relevant discussion.
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b. Hon-o [Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga e1 kata to] itta] shi,
book-ACC Taro -TOP Hanako-NOM bought that said and
*Zasshi-o Ziroo-wa [CP e ] itta.
magazine-ACC Ziro -also said
‘(intended) Taro said that Hanako bought a book, and Ziro said that she bought a 
magazine.’
Given this contrast, consider Kimura’s (2020) crucial example in (8):
(8) Sono hon-o [Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga e1 kata to] itta] shi,
that book-ACC Taro -TOP Hanako-NOM bought that said and
Ziroo-mo [CP e ] itta.
Ziro -also said
‘Taro said that Hanako bought that book, and Ziro also said that Hanako bought it.’
Since this is an instance of LNR, if Nakao’s (2010) proposal is accurate, the ATB movement of 
sono-hon-o ‘that book-ACC’ must have taken place. Crucially, in the second conjunct, the intended 
extraction must have taken place from within the ellipsis site. However, as seen in (7b), this should 
be banned. The question this raises is why (8) is grammatical.
Kimura suggests that (8) must have undergone the derivational steps given in (9):
(9) a. In the first conjunct, sono hon-o is raised above the subject position.
Sono hon-o [Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga t kata to] itta]
b. The bold-faced CP is copied to the second conjunct.
Ziroo-mo [CP Hanako-ga t kata to] itta
Crucially, no movement is involved in the second conjunct, and thus, Saito’s constraint is irrelevant. 
As a result, (8) is correctly expected to be grammatical. Notice that under this proposal, the
availability of distributive scoping and the presence of Case matching effects may also be under 
scrutiny.
Attractive though Kimura’s proposal might be, a variety of issues remain unresolved. One such 
issue relates to the availability of distributive scoping in island context; that is, when the island is 
involved only in the second conjunct, the intended distributive scoping is not possible. Consider (10) 
from Nakao (2010: 161):
(10) Hutatsu-no betsubetsu-no kyoku-o John-ga e1 utai, Mary-ga [ e2




‘(lit.) Two separate songs, John sang _____, and Mary met the person who recorded _____.’
The fact that this sentence, although grammatical, cannot describe the situation in which John sang 
one song and Mary met the person who recorded another song, suggests that (10) must be derived
not in the way (5a) is formed. Yet, under Kimura’s proposal, what remains unclear is why we cannot 
rely on AE to generate the second conjunct. In addition, even when the embedded CP is the target of 
AE, the distributive scoping remains unavailable.
(11) ?Hutatsu-no betsubetsu-no kyoku-o John-wa [ Mary-ga e1 utatta to ] itta shi,
two-CL-GEN separate-GEN song -ACC John-TOP Mary-NOM sang that said and
Hanako-mo [ [CP e ] itta] hito-ni atta.
Hanako-also said person-DAT met
‘(lit.) Two separate songs, John said that Mary sang _____, and Hanako also met the person 
who said _____.’
Note further that once an island is removed, to my ears, the distributive scoping becomes available 
under the ellipsis context, as shown in the parallelism between (12) and (13):
(12) ?Hutatsu-no betsubetsu-no kyoku-o John-wa [ Mary-ga e1 utatta to ] itta shi,
two-CL-GEN separate-GEN song -ACC John-TOP Mary-NOM sang that said and
Hanako-mo [ Mary-ga e1 utatta to ] itta.
Hanako-also Mary-NOM sang that said
‘(lit.) Two separate songs, John said that Mary sang _____, and Hanako also said that Mary 
sang _____.’
(13) ?Hutatsu-no betsubetsu-no kyoku-o John-wa [ Mary-ga e1 utatta to ] itta shi,
two-CL-GEN separate-GEN song -ACC John-TOP Mary-NOM sang that said and
Hanako-mo [CP e ] itta.
Hanako-also said
‘(lit.) Two separate songs, John said that Mary sang _____, and Hanako also said _____.’
If the availability of distributive scoping in LNR were due to the AE illustrated in (9b), it would be 
very difficult, if not impossible, to account for the contrast between (5a), (12) and (13) on the one 
hand, and (10) and (11) on the other. Of particular significance is the contrast between (11) and (13), 
which cannot be expected if the same copying operation is involved in these two examples.
This case in turn suggests that we may maintain Nakao’s (2010) proposal, based on ATB 
movement, and for an independent reason, the intended ATB movement is unavailable in (10) and 
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(11). Nakao takes this precise route and suggests that due to the presence of an island, Japanese is
forced to choose the resumptive pro strategy. The operation in point is assumed to be last resort in 
nature: Only when movement is unavailable, this option is to be taken (see Ishii (1991) for relevant 
discussion). Accordingly, the resumptive pro only makes the intended distributive scoping 
unavailable in (10) and (11).
We now return to our starting point: Given that Japanese LNR is an instance of ATB movement,
we need to determine why extraction out of the ellipsis site is permitted for ATB movement. What is 
worthy of mention here is Bošković and Franks’ (2000) claim that ATB movement is unavailable in 
LF. For space limitation, we present one instance of their arguments below.
It has been assumed since May’s (1977, 1985) seminal work that for the object QP every student
to take scope over the subject QP some professor in (14), it must be raised above the subject QP in 
LF:
(14) Some professor praised every student.
The movement in point, dubbed as Quantifier Raising (QR), is roughly illustrated in (15):
(15) [ every student1 [ some professor praised t1 ]
Under this QR-based approach to scope taking, consider (16), cited from Bošković and Franks 
(2000: 114):
(16) Some boy hugged every girl and kissed every girl.
Note that the QP every girl occupies the object position of both conjuncts. If the QR is available in a 
ATB fashion in LF, it should be able to take scope over the subject QP. This expectation, however, is
unfulfilled; in this example, the subject QP necessarily takes scope over the object QP, unlike (14), 
which indicates that Coordinate Structure Constraint violations cannot be circumvented in LF, which
may, in turn, show that there is no LF ATB movement.
If Bošković and Franks’ proposal is correct, we should conclude that Japanese LNR results from 
overt ATB movement, which, in turn, suggests that in (8), sono hon-o, or its equivalent, is extracted 
out of the ellipsis site in overt syntax. If this supposition is accurate, Sakamoto’s (2017, 2019)
generalization, given in (17), cannot be responsible for the grammatical status of this example. 
(17) Only covert extraction is permitted out of null argument sites, regardless of the type of
movement (A’ or A) or the category of null arguments (clausal or nominal).
In Section 4, we provide an account for why overt extraction is available in (8), but not in, say, (7b),
taking Miyamoto’s (2019, 2020) generalization into consideration.
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4.   Towards the Solution
Saito (2007) claims that AE is an instance of LF-copying; what Saito means by ‘LF-copying’ here 
needs approaching with caution since we independently know that natural language is subject to 
cyclicity, which prohibits counter-cyclic operations. Informally speaking, you cannot change the 
structure that you have already created, for example, by inserting elements into it. Accordingly, Saito
must have assumed that the copying operation in point is applied cyclically. This amounts to saying 
that Saito assumes the single output model (Bobaljik 1995), under which all movements, overt or 
covert, take place cyclically and the only difference between these two types of movement is which 
copy is to be pronounced. For Saito, AE is merely an instance of copying operation which applies 
derivationally under the single output model.
In light of such background, let us reexamine the Chinese relative clause example that Miyamoto 
(2019) discusses:
(18) a. [ Lisi juede [CP nimen dou xihuan [ e ]1 ] de ] ren ] lai-le.
Lisi feel you all like DE people come-ASP
‘The person1 [that Lisi feels [that you all will like [ e ]1 ]] came.’
b. Dan [[Zhangsan juede ([CP nimen dou xihuan [ e ]1 ]) de ] ren ] mei
but Zhangsan feel you all like DE people NEG
lai.
come
‘But, the person [that Zhangsan feels [that you all like [ e ]1]] did not come.’
Following (18a), (18b) with or without the bracketed CP is acceptable. Given the assumption that the 
structure of the relative clause in (18b) is as shown in (19), Sakamoto suggests this provides 
evidence that the grammaticality of (18b) constitutes evidence for the claim that covert A’-movement 
is possible from an ellipsis site.
(19) [Op1 Zhangsan juede [CP nimen dou xihuan t1 ] de ] (ren)
However, Miyamoto (2019) points out that Sakamoto’s assumption that Chinese relative clauses 
involve Op-movement makes a (wrong) predication for the availability of N’-ellipsis triggered by a
relative clause. In (18a, b), the relative clause must be an NP-modifier, being adjoined to NP. If so, 
since it cannot occupy DP SPEC at any point of derivation, the relative head should not be able to be 
elided in (18b), which is contrary to fact. Miyamoto (2019) thus claims that (18b) with the NP ren
deleted must have undergone the derivational steps illustrated in (20):
(20) [DP [TP Zhangsan juede [CP nimen dou xihuan t1 ] ]2 de [CP ren1 t2 ] ]
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In (20), the DP takes the CP complement. From within this CP complement, ren is raised to its SPEC, 
and the bold-faced TP is raised to DP SPEC, as the arrow indicates. Now, this TP raising creates 
SPEC-head configuration in DP, which, in turn, allows us to delete the lower CP which only contains 
ren. Under the derivation given in (20), what appears to be an instance of NP-deletion is in fact 
CP-deletion. What is crucial for Miyamoto is the fact that ren can be deleted under the context where 
the intended AE takes place: the NP ren can be overtly raised to CP SPEC despite of the fact that the 
CP deletion takes place inside the relative clause.5 What Miyamoto (2019) does not consider, 
however, is whether ren has phonetic content when it is first merged. If not, we end up with the 
covert ren, independent of whether the intended lower CP deletion takes place.
Under the single output model, when the intended AE takes place, ren, part of the material 
introduced via AE, is merged without its phonetic content, and thus, we correctly obtain the ‘effect’
of ren being deleted. Note that under this analysis, it is inconceivable that ren is overtly present 
when the intended AE takes place, which leads us to assume that when ren is overtly present along 
with the intended AE, (18b) must have the derivation illustrated in (19).6 Accordingly, under the 
single output model, the Chinese relative clause example that Miyamoto (2019) investigates is 
accounted for in a principled manner.
Now, let us return to (8). Under the single output model, since AE is involved, the second conjunct 
must have the following derivational steps:
(21) a. The bold-faced CP, which lacks phonetic content, is copied to the second conjunct.
Ziroo-mo [CP Hanako-ga sono hon-o kata to] itta
b. The NP sono hon-o is subject to the intended ATB movement
Ziroo-mo [CP Hanako-ga t kata to] itta
sono hon-o        ATB movement
Notice that in (21b), the intended movement must take place in overt syntax, but crucially the 
moving element lacks phonetic content since AE takes place, which therefore enables us to generate 
(8) with the required ATB movement without any problem. The situation, notwithstanding, is 
different in (7b). In this example, zasshi-o, which carries phonetic content, must be extracted out of 
the ellipsis site; but, this cannot be done because the embedded CP is intended to be elided.
To restate, we have suggested that Miyamoto’s (2019, 2020) generalization that when moving 
elements end up having no phonetic content at the end of the derivation, their extraction out of null 
argument sites is permitted, is a consequence of the model Saito (2007) assumes for AE to take place 
in a cyclic fashion.
5 See also Miyamoto (2020) who examines the interpretation of the distributive affix zutsu in AE context 
and arrives at the same conclusion.
6 Note that this does not exclude the possibility that the relative clause is adjoined to NP when ren is 
overtly present.
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5.  WH-movement and Argument Ellipsis
In this section, we briefly reexamine Sakamoto’s (2017) data concerning WH-movement.
Tanaka (2008) argues that embedded clauses containing a WH-in-situ can be elided as an indirect 
question, whereas they cannot be null as a matrix question.
(22) a. Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga nani-o tabeta ka tazuneta.
Taro -TOP Hanako-NOM what-ACC eat.PAST Q ask.PAST
‘Taro asked what Hanako ate.’
b. Ziroo-mo _____ tazuneta.
Ziro -also ask.PAST
‘(lit.) Ziro also asked _____.’
(23) a. A: Taroo-wa [CP Hanako-ga nani-o tabeta to] omotteiru no.
Taro -TOP Hanako-NOM what-ACC eat.PAST C think.PRES Q
‘Taro asked what Hanako ate.’
b. B: Pan da yo.
bread COP SFP
‘It is bread.’
c. A: *Zyaa, Ziroo-wa _____ omotteiru no.
then Ziro -TOP think.PRES PROG Q
‘Then, Ziro thinks what Hanako ate.’
Under Sakamoto (2017), the contrast between (22b) and (23c) is because the Q particle resides 
within the matrix or embedded clause. If the particle in question is within the embedded clause, as in 
the former, the Q particle does not have to be raised out of the embedded clause, and thus, the 
movement in point can take place after the CP complement is introduced into the structure via 
LF-copying. As a result, no problem arises. By way of contrast, in (23c), the Q particle, assumed to 
be base-generated with the WH-phrase, must be raised out of the embedded clause in overt syntax. 
Otherwise, the word string that is given in (23c) cannot be obtained. The raising of the Q-particle in 
overt syntax thus yields its ungrammaticality, due to the generalization in (17).
Under the single output model, Sakamoto’s account remains intact in essence for the 
ungrammaticality of (23c). Given the assumption that the Q particle is base-generated with the 
WH-phrase in this example, the embedded clause, which corresponds to the one in (23a), without 
phonetic content is merged into the structure cyclically, and therefore, there is no way for the Q 
particle to maintain its phonetic content in the second conjunct. As a result, (23c) is not derivable.
6.   Concluding Remarks
The current squib examined ATB movement in LNR in the elliptical context. I showed that the 
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movement out of the second conjunct involving AE is possible because the moving element does not 
have phonetic content. We further propose that Sakamoto’s (2017, 2019) generalization in (17) is a 
consequence of Saito’s (2007) proposal on AE under the single output model (Bobaljik 1995).7
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1
 Lexical Conceptual Structure, LCS









(1) a.  Rule for -ness: -ness attaches to adjectives ‘X’ and produces noun meaning ‘the quality 
of ‘X’
b.  Rule for un-: un- attaches to adjectives meaning ‘X’ and produces adjectives meaning 
                                                  




‘not X’; un- attaches to verbs meaning ‘X’ and produces verbs meaning 
‘reverse the action X’.
(Lieber 2010:35 )
(2) a. E (Th): read (A, Th)  readable (A, Th)   
  b. E (X) : erase the underline on the external argument, if there is one, and underline X.








(3) a. flow over the banks / overflow the banks
   b. sleep exceeding the fixed time / oversleep the fixed time
   c. shoot the gun over the target / overshoot the target (*overshoot the gun)
   d. draw money from the account / overdraw one’s account (*overdraw the money)
   e. simplify the rule / oversimplify the rule












(4) a. V: […[[x] GO [Path…[Place… P[y]]]]] 
[V over-V] : […[[x] GO [Path TO [Place OVER [y]]]]]
       b. V: […[BECOME [[y] BE [Place P [y]]]]] 




overflow, overshoot, oversimplify LCS
(5a)(5b)(5c)
    (5) a.  x overflow y :  [[x] GO [Path TO [Place OVER [y]]]]
b.  x overshoot y :  [[x] CAUSE [[ARROW] GO [Path TO [Place OVER [y]]]]]












    (6) a.  She has {realized / ??over-realized} a long-term dream.
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       b.  They {vacated / *over-vacated the house}.
       c.  This winter the water pipe {froze / *over-froze} frequently.
over-
Kennedy (1999) Kennedy and McNally (2005)
oversimplify
over-
overeat, overwork overload LCS
1 open





Lieber (2010) -ize (7)
-ize X
X X
    (7) Rule for -ize : -ize attaches to adjectives or nouns of two or more syllables where the final 
syllable does not bear primary stress. For a base ‘X’ it produces verbs that 
mean ‘make / put into X’.   (Lieber 2010:37 )
(8a)
                                                  
1 cf.  (2009) 
2 cf. Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 1715),  (1999: 177-178). 
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colonize  colony




X colonized Y Y is a colony
X hospitalized Y Y is a hospital
(8c) -ize
(8) a. legalize, , familiarize , idolize , 
colonize civilianize
(cf. X colonized Y. Y is a colony.)
       b.  hospitalize , epitomize , itemize
standardize (cf. X epitomized Y. Y is an epitome.)
  c.  apologize , colorize , hypnotize
, militarize
 (1999: 177-178) 3 Lieber (1988) LCS
-ize
LCS
  (9) a.  [  ]x CAUSE [BECOME [ [  ]y BE AT-[NOUN/ADJECTIVE]z]]     
b.  [  ]x CAUSE [ [  ]y MOVE TO-[NOUN]z]




apologize  (ibid.: 178) (9c) LCS
She apologized to him. APOLOGY
3 LCS
-ize
                                                  













4 (9b)  (hospital)
 (epitome)  
(item)
LCS
(9c)  (apology)  (hypnosis)




















rain, snow summer (in Paris)  




(10) a. John mopped the floor. 
b. Bill hammered the nail into the wall.
c. Mary pinned a corsage on the hat.
d. Fax the document to me. / Fax me the document.
e. You can bus to school from the station.  
      f. Mother bottled marmalade.           
        g. Mary nursed her husband to health. 
  
Clark & Clark (1979) 1300
(e.g. hammer, pin, bus, mop, 
fax) (e.g. nurse, butcher, jockey) 
 (e.g. bottle, shelve)  (e.g. carpet, 
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(11) a.   (e.g. hammer, mop) [  ]x ACT ON-[  ]y BY-MEANS-OF-[Noun]z
  b.   (e.g. mother, tutor) [  ]x ACT ON-[  ]y AS/LIKE-[Noun] z
        c.   (e.g. bottle, shelve) [  ]x CAUSE [[  ]y BECOME [[  ]y BE AT-[Noun] z]]











Clark & Clark (1979) 











a.  tool (x) 
consist _of (x, y: heavy metal head & handle) 
hit (e, w, z, with x)
b. [  ]x ACThitting ON-[  ]y BY-MEANS-OF-[HAMMER]
(13) bottle
a.   container_ of (x, y) 
consist _of (x, y)
put _in (e, w, z, y) 




Johnston and Busa 
(1999) bread knife
bread knife lemon juice lemon  
juice
3
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